Logo Detector: Logo Recognition using YOLO
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ABSTRACT
The basis of our project is to classify company logos and blur them from an input image. Given an input image, containing different background objects and noise, the machine learning model should locate the potential regions within the image that may contain logos, along with the potential companies these logos may belong to.

This report will talk about how we used a data set of 47 classes, which contained 32 classes and 15 text classes of logos of certain companies, and trained a model to detect these logos in an image and blurred them.

We will show results of our findings, and compare them to decide which approach we want to use in our final product. We will then use benefits from the approaches we used to optimize our final model.

After all of this, we will talk about future plans for this project and how it can be beneficial to everyday use in the real world.

1 MOTIVATION AND OBJECTIVE
When we were deciding on what kind of project we wanted to do, we were motivated by several different factors. The first big one was that we were all fairly interested in doing image processing, as that was an area of machine learning that all three of us had not yet delved into. During the same time, there was big buzz in the news about copyright law and how it has been affecting the internet landscape since virtually anybody can file a copyright claim on
products, videos, and much more. Logos in particular are crucial to a company’s identity, and there are significant rules governing where and when logos can be used. This lead to an intersection of interests, where we thought we could create a machine learning model that could potentially identify logos and help remove them automatically without needing human interference, like shown in Figure 1.

While doing research into how to approach our idea, we came across several projects and papers where others proposed their own solution into logo recognition. DeepLogo: Hitting Logo Recognition with the Deep Neural Network Hammer is a paper published by the ASPIRE Laboratory at the University of California, Berkeley [3]; it focuses on the usage of logos in advertisements and marketing materials, but still had logo detection at its core. This research also introduced us to the differences between recognition, detection (with and without localization), and localization by itself. This helped us realize that while localization would be sufficient for just removal of the logo, we were also interested in seeing if we could build a network that could identify the companies as well. Thus we were determined to build a model that could detect with localization.

This paper also introduced us to Faster Regions with Convolutional Networks (Faster R-CNN) as of the different kinds of neural networks we could potentially use in our solution. From there we researched more methods that we could use in our implementation, which included R-CNN, Fast R-CNN, YOLO and its variations, and others. We found several existing projects that utilize custom R-CNN models, such as (another) DeepLogo project [10], but we were interested in seeing if we could build a model that was faster than the sliding window approach.

Ultimately we used our own custom network with the YOLO infrastructure to produce fast but accurate results. There are definitely other projects that utilize this approach, but we believe our custom network provides reliable results for our logo detection task.

2 DATASET
The main dataset we used for this project was the FlickrLogos-47 set [9]. This was the final of three datasets we used throughout the course of our project, with the other two being the FlickrLogos-27 [4] and FlickrLogos-32 [9]. All of these sourced images from Flickr’s photo gallery and include various images of logo instances in different circumstances; the number appending the each set’s title refers to the number of classes available in each set. FlickrLogos-27 is maintained by the National Technical University of Athens and is publicly available to download from their website. The other two sets, FlickrLogos-32 and FlickrLogos-47 are maintained by Multi- media Computing and Computer Vision Lab, Augsburg University, and are only available after personally emailing to request access to the datasets. While they are all similar in terms of what they offer, University of Athens and Augsburg University both disclaim that the sets that they provide will not yield comparable results as there is little overlap between images as well as the specific logo brands available for training and classification. While we were waiting for permission to utilize the FlickrLogos-32 and FlickrLogos-47 datasets, we began preliminary testing and development using FlickrLogos-27. Each of the datasets comes with two main aspects: images and annotation files. We’ll discuss more about the contents in the following sections.

2.1 Preprocessing FlickrLogos-32
Once we acquired access to FlickrLogos-32 and FlickrLogos-47, we decided first to focus on FlickrLogos-32. Both sets have the same 32 logo classes, with FlickrLogos-47 adding 15 additional text based classes to use in conjunction with their matching symbol classes. We were provided bounding boxes of the logos, which is shown in Figure 2. Since there were fewer overall classes, the size of the dataset was considerably smaller, leading to reduced training times and thus allowing us to test out different approaches in a shorter amount of time.

An unexpected side effect to using the smaller dataset was missing or unclear logo positions along with a file naming convention which made it difficult to set up training environments. While we could not solve the issue of inconsistent logo positions, we wrote scripts to rename images to include class names which slightly helped with our annotation problem. FlickrLogos-32 also had a fewer number of overall images, so we increased the dataset by augmenting the preexisting images. This was done by generating random numbers to use as transformation values for x and y shifts and angle rotations, which would then get passed into the scikit-image transform library [1].

Ultimately, we decided first to focus on FlickrLogos-32. Both sets have the same 32 logo classes, with FlickrLogos-47 adding 15 additional text-based classes to use in conjunction with their matching symbol classes. We were provided bounding boxes of the logos, which is shown in Figure 2. Since there were fewer overall classes, the size of the dataset was considerably smaller, leading to reduced training times and thus allowing us to test out different approaches in a shorter amount of time.

An unexpected side effect to using the smaller dataset was missing or unclear logo positions along with a file naming convention which made it difficult to set up training environments. While we could not solve the issue of inconsistent logo positions, we wrote scripts to rename images to include class names which slightly helped with our annotation problem. FlickrLogos-32 also had a fewer number of overall images, so we increased the dataset by augmenting the preexisting images. This was done by generating random numbers to use as transformation values for x and y shifts and angle rotations, which would then get passed into the scikit-image transform library [1].

2.2 Utilizing FlickrLogos-47
While we ultimately did not use the FlickrLogos-32 dataset for our final model, some of the scripts that we had created became useful. FlickrLogos-47 was simply an expanded version with additional classes. Creating our file structure was easy with the same script, and the creators of the dataset solved our missing annotation problem by confirming that FlickrLogos-47 “is built from the same images than the FlickrLogos-32 dataset which have been re-annotated to fix mission annotations and to include more classes.”

As mentioned above, the dataset comes with images and corresponding annotation files. For FlickrLogos-47, this meant that each image has a binary mask in form of a one channel PNG image that marks the bounding box, as can be seen in figure 2. In addition to the
image mask, each image also has additional information in the form of the coordinates of each annotation present. The bounding box of the annotation was crucial to our project as we wanted to not only detect the class in the picture, but also the bounding box of the logo.

The images available fall into three disjoint categories: training, validation, and testing. There are 10 images per class available for training, 30 per class for validation, and another 30 for testing. In addition to the 3150 class specific images, there are an addition 3000 images for each validation and testing that contain no logos. This comes out to 9150 images total available to us to use. We were initially concerned by the low number of images for training, which is why we created a script to augment these logo pictures. After reading the accompanying paper to FlickrLogos-32 and FlickrLogos-47 [9] it was clear that this low number was intentional. The training images were all hand selected to show various different angles of the logos. The paper also mentions that the validity of a logo classifier is also heavily dependent on ensuring it isn’t falsely detecting the presence of a logo, hence the very large non-logo datasets.

3 MODELS AND ALGORITHMS

Our project had two big phases. Step one was researching various object detection methods and seeing how we could use these pre-existing networks to our advantage in solving the logo detection problem. The second phase was reflecting on the results of our experiments from our initial trials and using that knowledge to create our final model.

Additionally, we did mention that our final goal was to both detect logos with localization and then to remove them from the given input. We made the decision to devote majority of our time towards developing our deep learning model. Our initial thought was to approach removing the logo in a content aware fashion, similar to how Adobe Photoshop does using its “Content Aware Fill” feature, but soon realized that this in itself could be another deep learning problem 1. We instead opted to blur out the portion of the image using the coordinates of the predicted logo in the image. This task was much simpler, as we could accomplish this using libraries such as OpenCV or Python Imaging Library.

3.1 Preliminary Models and Trials

When we were doing research for our project, we were looking at common and well known examples in the realm of image processing as starting points for our project. It became clear to us that we were most likely going to be using deep learning, specifically utilizing convolutional neural networks to approach our task of logo classification.

We came across three main image processing networks that piqued our interest: LeNet-5 [5], VGGNet (Figure 3), and ResNet. These were all appealing to us because they approached similar problems using vastly different networks, and each one had their own strengths and weaknesses. We decided to try out these networks using various different techniques to apply our own dataset into these preexisting models. We were unsure at the time how to construct an architecture that would be tailored to logo detection, and this step was important in discovering our final model.

3.1.1 Using LeNet. One of our first CNN models was based off of the LeNet-5 architecture, which was an original convolutional neural network architecture used for handwritten and machine-printed character recognition [5]. This architecture was very straightforward to learn and apply to our project’s purpose, which shares its main purpose of image feature detections. LeNet-5 uses two sets of convolutional and average pooling layers, flattening layer, two fully-connected layers, and then a softmax classifier.

Layer 1: convolutional layer with 6 filters of 5x5
Layer 2: average pooling with 2x2

\[ 3 \] Adobe solves this using the PatchMatch algorithm, which is actually based a nearest neighbors implementation. Nvidia has recently been showcasing their own competitor to this, called inpainting, which solves the same problem using deep learning. More about these two approaches can be read about here [2] and here [6].
Layer 3: convolutional layer with 16 filters of 5x5
Layer 4: average pooling with 2x2
Layer 5: fully-connected layer with 120 feature maps, connected to 400 nodes
Layer 6: fully-connected layer with 84 units
Layer 7: softmax classification layer

In order to use this architecture, we needed to scale it up to handle higher resolution pictures. So just as LeNet-5 recognized different features from characters to classify them, we were recognizing different features that make up a certain company’s logo. Using this model, after all the convolution, pooling, and flattening layers, we could find and locate different features that make up a certain company logo, and then mapped the existence of these features into the input image to a probability of it being a certain company logo. We then used a loss function of Cross-Entropy and Stochastic Gradient Descent as our optimizer for the model.

The implementation based off of LeNet-5 was done using PyTorch. We then used transfer learning to apply our dataset to their pre-trained model, and only modified the output softmax layer to fit our existing labels.

3.1.2 Using ResNet. We also decided to try a different Python library to create our logo detection model. ImageAI provides several “different Machine Learning algorithms trained on the ImageNet-1000 dataset. ImageAI also supports object detection, video detection and object tracking using RetinaNet, YOLOv3 and TinyYOLOv3 trained on COCO dataset” [7]. While it mainly focuses on object recognition, you can also use ImageAI to learn your own dataset onto these networks. We decided to use this approach to train a model using Microsoft’s ResNet for its accessibility and ease of use.

ResNet’s architecture, as can be seen all the way to the right in figure 3 is based on deep residual learning. This appealed to us as an option since it won many awards for its strength in object detection using its deep network with residual layers. Since we had much fewer classes, we were hoping that this could learn the same amount of detail and grant us with high accuracy for logo detection.

3.1.3 Using VGGNet. Using similar logic to the architectures listed above, we implemented our own version of VGGNet using Keras, and we were also able to repurpose the CNN architecture of VGGNet for logo detection. After some parsing and additional labeling of FlickrLogos-32, our directories of training, testing, and validation image datasets could be used.

3.2 Final Algorithm

From our preliminary models, it would take around 1-2 seconds to get an output prediction for any image. Originally, our working solution was to utilize a sliding window approach by feeding in multiple regions of interest into the model. However, since there will be thousands of regions, it will too inefficient, so identification and classification of logos would take too long. An attempt at a solution, we looked into YOLO (You Only Look Once), a real-time object detection system. When training, there’s not too much different between YOLO and other deep learning CNN architectures, however during testing, YOLO will look at the entire image using a single network, which makes it much faster compared to other similar architectures, such as R-CNN and Fast R-CNN [8].

In order to better understand how YOLO worked, we explored the structure of darknet19, which is the CNN architecture used by YOLOv2. So for our purpose of logo detection, we came up with the following two possible approaches utilizing YOLO/darknet19.
Using a model of darknet19 pre-trained on ImageNet (1000 object classes), we can use the features that it has learned from ImageNet objects to further help us identify logos. This is known as transfer learning, and we are freezing the entire network but removing the last fully-connected layer, and then repurpose darknet19 for logo detection.

Create a custom CNN architecture optimizing darknet19. Since darknet19 on YOLOv2 was made for object detection using the ImageNet dataset, it has a deep and wide architecture that has too many unnecessary layers for logo detection. As a solution, we took elements from VGGNet and darknet19 in order to create a lightweight and fast CNN architecture (shown in Figure 4) for the purpose of logo detection.

As stated above, when designing our own network architecture, we based our new design off VGGNet [11] and darknet19 [8], focusing on key features:

**Deep Network:** Consecutive convolutional layers with filters of 3x3 simulates a larger filter and allows less parameters. Growing depth, but shrinking spatial size, meaning our architecture will be fast and effective, and learn more with less parameters.

**Activation:** Leaky ReLU activation function is used to fix dying ReLU from large gradients.

**Batch Normalization:** each convolutional layer is normalized, allowing for independent learning in layers and reduced over-fitting.

**Detailed Features:** Output feature map dimensions of 13x13, which will match darknet19, so we won’t lose quality.

**High Resolution Classifier:** Training with 416x416 and testing with 832x832 for small logos and objects within the image.

**Adaptive Learning Rate:** learning rate adjusts itself after 10000 epochs, or whenever loss rate changes.

**Multi-Scale Training:** trained model using darknet implementation, so input image size changes every 10 batches, varies 320x320 to 608x608.

Evaluation Metric for YOLO-based architectures is based on:

- Intersection over Union (IoU): intersection of actual object bounding box and the detected prediction of object bounding box over the detected prediction of object bounding box.
- Mean Average precision (mAP): intersection of the two bounding boxes over the union of the two object bounding boxes.

### Table 1: Testing Accuracies of Preliminary Models

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Testing Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VGG-19</td>
<td>71.57%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LeNet-5</td>
<td>65.83%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ResNet</td>
<td>69.71%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 4 RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

#### 4.1 Preliminary Results

The preliminary training phase of this project can be be thought of as our own training phase. There were many different approaches we took, and while we did not end up using any of these finally, they taught us several key things that we ended up using later in our project.

One big thing we figured out in this phase is that these models that we were using (ResNet, LeNet) had fairly decent accuracy values, as can be seen in table 1, but unfortunately did not give us a bounding box. Removal of the logo from our input was a major part of our project, and this is when we realized that logo recognition simply was not enough. We had to look into detection and localization algorithms that would solve this portion of the problem. It was at this phase that we started doing research into differences between just CNNs, Regional CNNs (R-CNN), the fast variants on R-CNN, and YOLO. It was this research that pointed us towards YOLO as a viable option for our project, and this is ultimately what we ended up using as well.

We also realized at this point that using online tools such as Colab was difficult to manage with the magnitude of our data. The initial Python notebooks we had were often finicky, and often times the hosted run time would stop without giving any reason. This became increasingly problematic as we would be training with epochs that took around two hours long, and suddenly all of our work would disappear due to unknown and unforeseen errors. This lead to a lot of repeated effort, and ultimately made us realize that we would have to perform these computationally expensive trials locally.

#### 4.2 Final Results

At first we started with Darknet19’s CNN to train our model for the Flickr Logo set. The problem is that this CNN trains too long, and it was a general training model that we thought was not too geared towards what we wanted in our model. We then also tested VGG training model which was also taking a long time. We decided to make our own custom model that was based off of Darknet19 and VGG but changed some attributes in some of these layers in order to train on things that we felt were more important and removed layers that we felt were unnecessary. We chose these different CNNs to modify for various reasons. We wanted to use Darknet because it allowed us to train for a bounding box, and we also wanted to use VGG because it had the highest accuracy compared to the other architectures we compared to in our preliminary results.

When designing our custom CNN, we created a larger filter so we reduced the amount of parameters, because one original concern we had was the training time it took to train our model. We used a Leaky Rectified Linear Unit because when gradient gets really high we still want to learn something, and if we use normal Rectified Linear Unit we will not learn anything during training.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>IoU (best)</th>
<th>mAP (best)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Darknet19 (8000 epochs)</td>
<td>46.53%</td>
<td>56.28%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Custom (9900 epochs)</td>
<td>71.10%</td>
<td>77.26%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
when the gradient is in the negative part. We also use batch normalization so that independent layers can continue to learn while reducing overfitting at the same time. We furthered this by changing the learning rates after every 10,000 epochs or whenever loss rate changes. These methods resulted in feature maps of 13x13 which matches with darknet19. While training we tried iterating through many different different image inputs such as training on 416x416 images and testing on 832x832 images, and changing sizes of input to 320x320 or even 608x608 sized images. With all these things in mind, we made some comparable differences with the darknet19 training model versus our custom model.

Training darknet19 and our custom CNN architecture took an immense amount of time. We trained our models in batches of 64 in 8 mini-batches. This allowed us to efficiently train 64 images every epoch. A single epoch on the MacBook Pro’s Intel i5 processor would take around 2 hours. When training on a Nvidia Jetson TX2, each epoch took 4 seconds. This allowed us to train each model for 20,000 epochs, so we can observe the early stopping point and the weights that gave us the best accuracies. YOLO’s implementation allowed us to save our weight files every 500 epochs, so we just let it continually train overnight so we can scrap the accuracy in the morning using a script.

We have significant results that show our model works better with our dataset above with a little less than 10,000 epochs. Note that our CNN actually changes learning rate every 10000 epochs, which begs the question why we did not check our IoU and mAP after that. We actually tested it, and we gave the result at 9,900 epochs because that is where out IoU and mAP converges, so after that many epochs not much more learning is gained, even though the loss was still decreasing at a measly rate. We trained up to 20,000 epochs and the accuracy peaked at epoch 9,900. We experimented with running different learning rates our accuracy never got any better. So for our custom CNN architecture on FlickrLogos-47, our model’s loss converged at around 11,000 epochs, and our observed early-stopping point was around 9,900.

5 CONTRIBUTION
Kai Huang worked on training and testing on VGG as well as getting the data sets we needed by contacting the owner of the Flickr Dataset. Worked on training Darknet CNN and making custom CNN to train for testing. Did most research and provided solutions to many different approaches when doing this project, and tested them each in order to figure out what was the model we wanted to train on the most.

Rishita Roy worked on training images on Resnet and ImageAI. Trained previous models for image recognition for certain objects in an image so team can understand concepts and strategies we should focus on when we start the project. Created diagrams for our custom CNN, and created script to blur an image given a bounding box which was outputted from our model of a test image.

Justin Yu worked on training vanilla YOLO using Darknet on the COCO dataset, and then changed dataset with our own which required a script to parse images so that Darknet can input the images and train the model. Researchied different algorithms we could use, and worked and touched up on team reports as well as poster.

6 FUTURE WORK
As of now we can only blur images. We would like to extend this tool into video recordings. This software has a lot of promising capabilities for a lot of people who want to edit videos and take pictures. Some future implementations are to apply this software in real time so that when users before they take a picture or video record can see what to expect. This is possible with YOLO’s algorithm that only checked the image, or each frame of a video, once. We can process the images fast enough so that we allow users to see everything that is supposed to be blurred right away.

We can also have an option where users can submit an image or video and the model would change everything that way as well, and allow users to edit what they want. We can allow these two different modes for users based on preference.

Since our main motivation was to look out for copyright purposes, we can also look into blurring people’s faces so. There seems to be a lot of resources that already exist today about blurring people’s faces in real time, but we would also want this to be done with YOLO. We would have to train for a face as a class in the training model.

Face recognition with YOLO exists already, and we may consider not using them as a class in our own created training model because we do not want to ruin the training for our logos. We would probably approach this by running YOLO twice, one for logos and one for faces, but that will be a project for another time!
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